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Summary.--Several aspects of model-spinning test technique have been brought into prominence by re~e~t ~ ~  .... 
cale developments. Correlation between model and full-scale recoveries has been poor in some cases, and it appears 
,~om model tests of some new aircraft that full-scale recovery may depend on other means in addition to the normal 
,se of rudder and elevator. 

Analysis of model data shows the effects of applied rolling moments and of aileron deflections on both spin and 
ecovery to be closely related to the distribution of loading in the aircraft. The ordinary model-test result can be 
onsiderably in error in either direction due to the neglect of probable scale effects on rolling moments. 

Deflection of the ailerons can be of great assistance to model recovery and flight confirmation of this effect is required. 
nformation on the scale effects on rolling moments for delta aircraft is also urgently needed, as these models show 
inch greater sensitivity than conventional models to the application of rolling moments. 

1. Introd~tction.--Recent trends in the design of fighter aircraft have been in a direction 
o reduce their ability to recover from spins. New layouts, such as delta and swept-wing plan 
arms, usually with low aspect ratios and short fuselages, tend to reduce both the damping of 
atation in yaw and the unshielded rudder area, and at the same time the loadings, particularly 
he pitching moment of inertia B, are increasing. 

As it would considerably prejudice these designs to emphasize unduly the characteristics 
ecessary to produce good spinning qualities, these tendencies have necessitated (a) a more 
areful investigation into the need for allowing for possible scale effects during free spinning 
,odd tests, and (b) examination of  the effect of aileron movements in conjunction with the 
ormal recovery action. These extensions of the model technique help to improve the reliability 
r the prediction of full-scale characteristics and may reduce the need for drastic modification 

an aircraft which is not expected to recover by  normal use of the controls, if it is found tha t  
se of ailerons assists recovery sufficiently to ensure full-scale recovery. 

The standard model-spinning t e s t  technique 1," allows for the presence of scale effect on yawing 
,oments about body axes. Although this is the most important  scale effect, Pringle has shown a 
,at some models are sensitive to the application of rolling moments and therefore presumably 

scale effect on rolling moments. I t  is known that  there is a scale effect on rolling moments ~, 
~d a variety of models has been tested in the last few years with additional rolling moments 

well as additional yawing moments applied. 

* R.A.E. Report Aero. 2365, received 23rd November, 1950. 
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This report collects the available model data on the effects of applied rolling moments, and 
also includes model data on the use of ailerons to assist recovery. A brief mention is made of 
the general effects on the steady spin but in the great majority of cases the data on the steady 
spin are too meagre for useful analysis, and the results presented in this paper have been limited 
to the effects on recovery. The first object of a model-spinning test is, of course, to try to ensure 
an adequate standard of full-scale recovery. 

2. General Remarks on Rolling-Moment Effects.--2.1. Magnitude of Scale Ef fect . - -Ref .  3 
indicates that the order of systematic error in tilt as between model and full-scale spins is equiv- 
alent to a difference in rolling moment of about 20 units (C/= 0. 020). The model tends to 
spin with more outwards tilt and thus requires a pro-spin rolling moment to be applied to it as 
well as a pro-spin yawing moment in order to bring the attitude of the aircraft in the model 
and full-scale spins into closer agreement. 

2.2. Equivalent Rolling and Yawing Moments.--An applied rolling moment, bl, changes 
the tilt of the wings and therefore the sideslip. This change of sideslip produces an additional 
yawing moment, $in. From consideration of the simple forms of the rolling and yawing- i 
moment equations during the spin, Ref. 3 shows the ratio of the yawing moment produced to 
the rolling moment applied to be, at constant incidence : 

(A--B) 
j ~ n  n~ + pS(b/2)~ ~ cos 

- - -  - = - . . . . . . . . . .  ( 1 )  
, ;~ ~l l~ + (B -- C) 42 sin ~ 

pS(b/2? 
where ~ and 5% may be termed the total derivatives of directional and lateral stability, including 
the inertia terms together with the ordinary aerodynamic derivatives n~ and l~. 

Writing K for 42 cos o(/pS(b/2) 3 and approximating (B -- C) to -- A, equation (1) reduces to : - -  

_  o/AK + ( 1  - -  B / A )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ( 2 )  ' 

~l l~/AK --  tan 0( 

On the average A K  is of the order of 0.1 and tan ~' is about 1.5, so that, although the aero- 
dynamic terms do have a secondary effect (provided they are of the same order in the spin as 
they are below the stall), the sensitivity of a model to the application of rolling moments is 
largely determined by the distribution of loading. When a pro-spin roiling moment ~l is 
applied and the loading is chiefly in the wings, then (1 -- B/A)  is positive and the additional 
yawing moment  ~ln is pro-spin, tending to flatten the spin and retard recovery. Similarly, 
when the weight is chiefly in the fuselage, then (1 -- B/A)  is negative, 81n is anti-spin, and 
the spin is steeper and recovery is easier (i.e., the model will recover against larger yawing 
moments). As long as lv remains of its usual sign, that  is negative, the direction of the effect 
cannot change ; but it would probably alter if l~ became greater than about q- 0.15 in the spin. 

In the model tests, in order to measure ~,n, an extra yawing moment ~C/ i s  applied ill the 
opposite direction until the model spin or recovery behaviour is the same as when no rolling 
moment ~C/ is applied. Thus ~C,,' -= --  b~n and dC/ /dC/  = - - j .  

In practice the change in threshold of recovery, ~C/, due to an applied rolling moment 
~C/ is measured. Then if dC,//dC/ is plotted against (1 -- B/A)  for a number of models, 
an indication of the average values of the aerodynamic terms n, and l~ might be obtained, for:  
when dC,//dC/ = O, n~ = --  A K ( 1  --  B /A) ,  and by differentiating equation (2); assuming that 
n~, A K  and 0( are constant we get for X, the slope of the curve : - -  

~(dC,/ /dC, ' )  ~j _ 1 
X -- ~(1 -- B/A)  --  8(1 -- B/A)  / l J A K  --  tan 0(" 

Therefore l~ = A K ( 1 / X  + tan 0() . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (3) 
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Bearing in mind the assumptions it is unlikely that  anything more than a broad value of the 
aerodynamic terms can be obtained. The model resu!ts have therefore been examined with 
[he loading parameter (1 -- B/A) as the chief variable. 

2.3. Application of Moments to ModeL--Fig. 1 shows the method of mounting vanes on the 
wing tips of the model to apply pro-spin yawing and rolling moments. It  will be noticed tha t  
because the yawing vane is not set at right-angles to the wing chord it also applies a rolling 
'noment in the anti-spin direction. I t  is assumed that  the resultant force on the vane, which 
s stalled, is normal to its chord (see scrap view in Fig. 1). Thus, in the ordinary routine test 
a~hen no rolling vane is used, the results will in general be in error on account of the equivalent 
/awing moment produced by this rolling moment. When the loading is chiefly in the wings, 
h i s  yawing moment is anti-spin (section 2.2) and a larger applied yawing moment is required 
o obtain the same spin and recovery characteristics as would be obtained if a pure yawing 
noment only were being applied. Consequently the threshold of recovery in terms of applied 
jawing moment is optimistically h igh;  similarly when the loading is chiefly in the fuselage 
he result is pessimistic. 

The net applied rolling moment, C/, applied by the two vanes is the sum of the moment 
tom the roll vane, Cf, and the rolling component, -- C,,' tan 40 deg, of the moment applied 
}y the yaw vane. Thus 

C/ : Cz" -- C,,' tan 40 deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (4) 

These moments are calculated on the basis of the conditions in the steady spin and they 
,ary in recovery, probably not in a similar manner, the yawing moment increasing somewhat 
nd the rolling moment (and its yawing effect) decreasing fairly rapidly as the incidence is 
educed. Thus it is to be expected that  the ratio j (based on steady-spin measurements of the 
pplied moments) would differ from that  apparently obtained in recovery; the steady-spin 
,alue would in fact be the larger. This tendency was demonstrated in tests on the Wellesley 
nodel, reported in Ref. 3. It  is thus possible that  the average allowance of 20 units of applied 
olling moment, while bringing the model and full-scale steady spins into agreement, may be 
qsufficient to bring the recoveries into complete agreement. 

3. Model Conditio~zs and Methods of Test.--3.1. Model Loadings.--In all cases the original 
est results have been referred to in order to obtain the exact values of A and B for the 
aodels tested. To increase the accuracy still further allowance was made for the contribution 
f the spike(s) and vane(s) to the rolling moment of inertia. This is discussed in more detail 

the appendix. Thus the values of (1 -- B/A) quoted may vary slightly from those calculated 
sing the rounded values given in the various model test reports. 

3.2. Control Positions.--In all the cases considered in this paper the rudder and elevator 
Tere fully deflected in the pro-spin direction for the spin and were fully reversed for recovery, 
ither simultaneously or with a very short delay between the rudder and elevator movements. 
he  ailerons were central throughout the tests with applied rolling moments. 

For the tests with aileron applied, a variety of aileron positions was used. When the ailerons 
'ere central during the spin they were moved pro-spin (stick right in a right-hand spin) or 
~ti-spin simultaneously with the other control movements for recovery. In a number of 
• 'ses, however, the ailerons were fixed either pro-spin or anti-spin throughout the spin and 
:covery. 

3.3. Methods of Test with Applied Rolling Moments.--Usually, the threshold of recovery, 
. terms of the applied yawing moment, was measured for each of a number of vanes applying 
co-spin rolling moments, Cf. In some cases the rolling-vane size was varied with that  of the 
~wing vane, and these results give only one threshold with a rolling moment C/' applied in 
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addition to the threshold measured with yawing vanes only in use. In a few cases, only the effect 
of applied rolling moment  on the time of recovery with a fixed yawing moment applied was 
measured and the results from these tests are only very rough. 

In the analysis, the net applied roiling moment C / =  C/ ' - -C , /  tan 40 deg has been 
calculated in each case, and the threshold C,/plotted against C/. Fig. 2 shows diagrammatically 
the types of result obtained. The mean slope of the curve, dC,i'/dC/, was then obtained in the 
range C/ = -- C,/tan 40 deg to C/ = 20 units. 

3.4. Methods of Test with Aileron Deflections.--The change in threshold of recovery, A C~', 
due to deflection of the ailerons was measured for full aileron deflections in pro-spin and anti- 
spin directions. In the analysis, the roiling power, R, of the ailerons has been estimated by 
the method of Ref. 5, and A C,//R is then a function similar to dC,'/dC/ if the other effects of 
aileron deflections are of minor importance. In the estimation of R, which strictly only applies 
below the stall, it has been assumed that the control gap was sealed and that  there was no balance, 
which is true f0r the model ailerons on account of the method of construction. 

4. Results of Analysis of Model Tests.--Table 1 lists the models tested and gives the results 
of the analysis of the effects of applied rolling moments and aileron displacements on recovery. 
The results of the calculations on the inertia of the spike and vane are also given and corrected 
values of (1 -- B/A) are obtained for both sets of tests. 

4.1. Effects of Applied Rolling Moments.--4.1.I. The steady spin.--Reference to the 
reports containing the original model-test results shows, as predicted in section 2.2, that  the 
application of pro-spin roll does steepen or flatten the spin broadly according to whether or not 
B is greater than A. The results on the steady spins only give this general indication and, 
except in the case of the WdlesZe S ,  are not sufficient for any further analysis. 

4.1.2. Recovery.--For recovery, however, the rate of change of recovery threshold with 
applied rolling moment, dC,,'/dC/ has been measured for twenty models, some in more than 
one toading condition, and this measure of the sensitivity of the models to the application of 
roiling moments has been plotted in Fig. 4 against the loading parameter (1 -- B/A) corrected 
for the inertia of two spikes and vanes. 

Although there is a certain amount of scatter of the experimental points, the results are seen 
to agree broadly with the prediction of section 2.2 that the recovery is improved (dC,/ positive) 
by the application of pro-spin roll when B is considerably greater than A, and vice versa. 
A mean curve has been drawn through all the points, except those for the two delta models. 

Bearing in mind that  the values of 

(a) A K  vary between 0.03 and 0.4 ; approximately 
(b) tan cd vary between 0"9 and 3.7 J 

and the possibility of Variations of l~ and n~ in the spin, it is surprising tha t ' the  scatter from the 
mean curve is so small. The inference is that, broadly speaking, the lv and nv terms in equation 
(2) vary little from aircraft to aircraft in the spin condition, although a badly scattered point, 
such as number 6, may be explained in terms of an unusually large nv. As the Airspeed A.S.49 
(No. 6) had a long and very deep fuselage and a wing of relatively small chord this seems a 
likely explanation. Inspection shouts that  the values of AK and tan ~' vary broadly with 
( 1  - -  B/A) and it seems probable that  the variation of these quantities with (1 -- B/A) accounts 
for the actual shape of the curve. 

Obtaining mean values of n~ and l~ in the manner suggested in section 2.2, we get no -~- 0. 035 
and l~ ~--- -- 0 .15;  these values appear sensible in comparison with the few values measured 
at spin incidences 3. 



The two points representing delta aircraft are too far from the curve to be classed as badly  
scat tered points and have been combined to indicate another  curve for delta aircraft. Taking 
average values again, it is found in this case tha t  n~ is zero and l~ is positive, approximate ly  
-}- 0.07. The result of a very  small n~ is to be expected since practically all the fin surface is 
immedia te ly  above the wing and therefore in its wake, which probably makes the fin to ta l ly  
ineffective. The positive value of l~, a l though most  unusual  in convent ional  aircraft, is in 
agreement  wi th  the  observed t rend of l~ to become positive at the  stall ° on delta aircraft and  
indicates a fundamenta l  difference in the behaviour  of these types. This difference may  be 
par t ly  a result of the very  high taper of the wings. 

4.2. Effects of Aileron Deflections.--4.2.1. The steady spin.--Once again, the measurements  
of the  effects of having the ailerons deflected in the  s teady spin are insufficient to permit  any 
quan t i t a t ive  analysis. They do, however,  indicate tha t  ailerons deflected in say the pro-spin 
sense, i.e., left aileron up in a lef t -hand spin and vice versa, have an effect on the spin, qual i ta t ively  
similar to tha t  of pro-spin applied rolling moment ,  which depends chiefly on the sign of (A --  B i. 
Pro-spin aileron deflections cause the  spin to be steeper or flatter depending chiefly on whether  
or not  B exceeds A. 

4.2.2. Recovery.--Thirteen models have been tes ted with the ailerons deflected. T h e r e  
is some slight evidence (Table 1, Models 16, 20, 21, 22) tha t  the effect on recovery was greater  
when the ailerons were deflected throughout  spin and recovery ra ther  than  during recovery 
only (for the  same direction of spin). 

Fig. 5 shows the  effect of aileron deflections on recovery threshold, A C,,', related to the  
es t imated  roiling power, R, of the ailerons p lo t ted  against (1 -- B/A) corrected for the inert ia  
of one spike and vane. The points fall into three distinct groups : - -  

(a) convent ional  aircraft, and tailless aircraft on which down elevon angles in the ' elevator ' 
sense were l imited to small values 

(b) delta aircraft 

(c) tailless aircraft on which the ' aileron ' angles were superimposed on large down ' e l eva to r '  
angles. 

Besides the  causes of scatter  operat ing in the case of the tests with roiling moments  (section 
4.1.2) there is an addit ional  cause in this case due to the inaccuracy of the est imation of aileron 
power, R, in the stalled condition. Also no allowance has been made  for the  direct yawing 
moments  produced by  the aileron deflections. These extra effects do not  appear to be of 
impor tance  as far as the  general shape of the curve is concerned for the scat ter  is no worse t han  
in Fig. 4, but  in an individual  case such as Model 16, the point  is above the line in Fig. 4 and 
below it in Fig. 5, indicat ing a considerably reduced rolling momen t  from the ailerons compared 
wi th  the  estimation. 

Curve I for convent ional  and some tailless aircraft is very  similar in shape to the curve for 
convent ional  aircraft in Fig. 4 and the axis of (1 -- B/A) is again crossed at --  0.37, confirming 
the  previous est imate of an average value of nv. I t  also agrees qual i ta t ively with some American 
data  7 on aileron effects, where it was found tha t  the  direction of the  effect reversed at a value 
of (A -- B)/mb ~ of --  0.005 approximately,  the average (B -- C)/mb 2 during these tests was 
about  --  0.010 so tha t  (1 -- B/A) = -- 0 .5  approximately.  

Comparison of Curve I with the curve for convent ional  aircraft in Fig. 4 indicates tha t  the  
rolling power of the ailerons is on the average about  0 .8  t imes tha t  es t imated  for low incidences, 
a l though in the case of lVlodel 16 for instance it appears to be about only 0 .3  times. 

In  the case of delta aircraft, however  (Curve II), a l though the points lie well away from those 
for convent ional  aircraft, as in Fig. 4, (again an ~¢~ of zero is indicated) the slope of the line is 
much  reduced in comparison with tha t  of the curve for delta aircraft in Fig. 4. Comparing 
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t h e  two slopes indicates tha t  the rolling power of the ailerons is of the order of 0 .15 t imes tha t  
es t imated.  This ve ry  large difference m a y  be a direct result  of the ex t remely  high taper  ratios 
of these aircraft  combined with  low aspect ratios. 

The points for tailless aircraft  fall into two groups. The explana t ion  of this is t hough t  to 
lie in the extent  of the elevon movelnents .  In  tile case of the  models included in Curve I the 
elevons had  a fairly small l imit ing downwards  angle in each case even though they  were being 
used as ' elevators ' as well as ' ailerons '. In  the case of Curve I I I ,  however,  large ' a i l e ron '  
angles were super imposed on large down ' e l e v a t o r '  angles so tha t  in recovery  with  the  stick 
fully forward and  to one side one elevon was fully deflected downwards  and the other  was more 
or  tess undeflected.  This would give rise to a large anti-spin yawing m o m e n t  when  the ' ailerons ' 
were pro-spin for recovery (and vice versa) which would  t end  to improve recovery irrespective 
of the rolling effect and the sign of (A --  B). Thus the points (Curve I I I )  are displaced upwards,  
i.e., recovery  is improved  wi th  pro-spin ' a i l e ron '  deflections relat ive to the points (Curve I) 
whe re  the ' ailerons ' were deflected approximate ly  uni formly on ei ther  wing. 

The s imilar i ty  of the curves of the effects of applied rolling m o m e n t  and of aileron deflections 
(Figs. 4 and  5) for convent ional  aircraft  suggests tha t  the direct yawing m o m e n t  from the 
ai lerons is of minor  importance.  In  the case of some tailless aircraft  this is not  so, as explained 
above.  

5. General Discussion.--Several aspects of spinning are affected by  the results of the analysis 
p resen ted  in the  previous section. They  are discussed in some detail  below. 

5.1. Model Test Technique.--It is clear from the  collection of model  evidence presented in 
Fig.  4 t ha t  the  normal  yawing-vane  technique  can lead to predictions of full-scale recovery  
which  can be considerably in error in ei ther  direction, depending on the dis t r ibut ion of loading 
in the  aircraft.  The range of loading distr ibut ions now in use is so wide, the pract ical  values 
of (1 --  B/A) range from --  2 to + ½, tha t  it is felt t ha t  the model  test p rogramme should 
a lways include a brief check of the effect of applied pro-spin rolling moments .  In  the absence 
of be t te r  informat ion  on the scale effects on rolling moment ,  t ha t  given in Ref. 4 should be 
accepted  ; t ha t  is, a pro-spin rolling m o m e n t  of 20 uni ts  ne t  should be applied to the  model.  

To avoid complicat ion in the comparison of model  and full-scale behaviour  it is suggested 
t h a t  in fu ture  the rolling m o m e n t  of inert ia  of the model  should be less than  the scale value by  
a n  amount ,  in slug/ft 2 × 10 -~, of 2b 3 in rout ine  tests and 4b a in tests wi th  roiling moment s  
appl ied,  where  b is the  model  span in feet, to allow for the inert ia  of the spikes and vanes. 

5.2. Standard of Recovery.--The s t anda rd  of recovery  at present  required as set out in Ref. 3 
includes an al lowance for the  effects of applied rolling moments .  At  t ha t  t ime, however,  only 
a few models had  been tes ted  wi th  rolling moment s  applied, and the correct ion was necessari ly 
.crude. I t  would be of great  interest  and value if the curve of Fig. 4 were used to correct  the  
thresholds  of recovery  of the  models used in Ref. 4 where  no measu remen t  of the effect of rolling 
m o m e n t s  exists ; it might  be possible in this w a y  to revise the s t andard  of recovery  required.  
At the  same t ime, later  cases of ful l-scale-model  comparisons,  of which there  is a number ,  could 
be included.  This revision might  cause some modificat ion to the s t andard  bu t  it should cer ta inly 
help to improve  the  separat ion of passes and  failures. 

There  is also the effect of the error in A due to the  iner t ia  of the spike and vane to be allowed 
for, as this is one of the  causes of scat ter  which  can be removed.  

5.3. Swept-back Tailless and Delta Aircraft.--No ful l -scale-model  comparisons based on the  
v a n e  technique  exist for these aircraft .  The present  results indicate  the urgent  need for such 
a comparison.  Al though no models of tailless aircraft  have  been tes ted with  rolling momen t s  
applied, it  appears  from the tests wi th  ' a i l e r o n s '  deflected (Fig. 5) t ha t  they. m a y  be fairly 
sensit ive to this effect. Ref. 8 confirms this sensi t ivi ty  to ' a i l e ron '  deflection m one full-scale 
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case. In view of this and of the great sensitivity of delta models to the application of rolling 
moments, it is obviously of great importance that  some indication of the order of scale effect 
on rolling moment as well as on yawing moment should be obtained as soon as possible either 
by  fright-model comparisons or by rolling balance tests. Otherwise the prediction from model 
results of the probable full-scale behaviour is practically impossible for both these types of 
aircraft. 

5.4. Recovery Tech~icl,te.--Table 1 and Fig. 5 indicate that  for aircraft with the loading 
chiefly in the fuselage, in Which direction present-day aircraft are tending, the use of pro-spin 
aileron deflections is distinctly beneficial to recovery. In some cases improvements in recovery 
of over 10 units of applied yawing moment have been measured. No recent confirmation of 
the effectiveness of the ailerons in spin recovery full-scale exists, and the need for comparative 
tests on a suitable aircraft is self-evident. 

On an aircraft on which the effectiveness of the aileron control in helping the recovery from 
a spin is large, it is unlikely that  we can afford to neglect its use, especially if the normal 
recovery is poor. There are obvious dangers that  must be overcome, however, for the possibility 
of wrong application of aileron is present, and it remains to be seen how effectively pilots could 
be drilled to use a new technique of spin recovery which could vary from aircraft to aircraft 
in a vital particular. 

6. Co~cl,~sions.--(a) This collection of model data on spin recovery shows that  the scale 
effect on rolling moments is important. By its neglect, an error may arise in the interpretation 
of model test results. 

This error may be in either direction and is largely dependent on the distribution of mass 
in the aircraft. Thus if the ratio of pitching to rolling moments of inertia is considerably more 
than unity, the model result is pessimistic ; if less than uni ty the model result is optimistic. 

Sufficient model data on the effect of applied rolling moments now exist to allow a revision 
~f the routine model standard of recovery using the previous model-full-scale comparisons of 
R. & M. 19673. I t  is also proposed that  future model tests should always include a brief check 
?n this effect in order to increase the reliability of the prediction of full-scale characteristics. 

(b) The effects of aileron deflections on conventional aircraft are due primarily to the rolling 
noments they apply, and are similar qualitatively to those of applied rolling moments. The 
]irect yawing effect is of minor importance except in the special case o! tailless aircraft on which 
arge 'a i leron angles are superimposed upon large aown elevator angles, which results in 
me devon being far down and the other practically undeflected. In this case the yawing 
noments are important. 

(c) Delta models are much more sensitive to the application of rolling moment than con- 
,ential models, and it is of great importance that  information on the probable order of scale 
:ffects on such types, and also on tailless types, should be obtained as soon as possible. 

(d) Full-scale information is also required on the effectiveness of aileron deflections in aiding 
pin recovery, in order to provide a comparison with the model results, which indicate tha t  
se of ailerons can, in certain circumstances, powerfully aid recovery. 

(e) An error in the roiling moment of inertia, inherent in the method of test, due to the weight 
f the spikes and vanes used to apply the moments to the model, has been investigated. The 
~crease, AA in slug/ft 2 × 10 -5, in the inertia due to a spike and vane is approximately equal 

2b 2 where b is the model span in feet. Corrections have been made to all the loadings used 
this report, and as it is a potential cause of scatter, all future collections of model data and 

,odd-full-scale comparisons should take it into account. 
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A P P E N D I X  

Error in Roiling Moment  of Inertia due to Weight of Spike and Vane j 

I t  was not iced in obtaining the values of A and B tha t  some  early models had  small ~ 
rolling m o m e n t s  of inertia,  A, in relation to the wing span. A few rough est imates were ~ 
m a d e  of the  effect on A of the weight  of the spike and vane a t t ached  to the  wing tip. I t  was 
found  t h a t  the  ext ra  rolling m o m e n t  of inert ia  for one spike and vane  could be over 20 per cent  
of the  correct  scale value of A and in fact for Model 4 (Table l) A was in error by  over 
40 per cent  when tests were done with  bo th  rolling and  yawing momen t s  applied. Since the  
momen t s  of iner t ia  of the  models are always measured  wi thout  the spike and vane being a t tached,  
this represents  a considerable error in the conditions of the  model  test. The contr ibut ion A A 
of t h e  spike and vane  was  therefore calculated for every  model  included in this report.  An 
average vane  size was chosen for each model. The results of the  calculations are given 
in Table 1 and are p lo t ted  against b 3 in Fig. 3, where b is the model  span in feet. A A is 
proport ional  to b 3 as would be expected,  as the  length of the spike and size of the vane  are bo th  
roughly  proport ional  to b as are their  distances from the c.g. The actual  result  is AA = 2b 3, 
in slug/It ~ × 10 -~. 

The scat ter  of the points is largely due to the fact tha t  all models do not  have  the  same threshold  
of recovery,  i.e., the vane  size varies somewhat  at a given span for different models. T h e  
contr ibut ion of the  spike alone is also shown in Fig. 3 and it is seen to be the  maj or par t  of the: 
error. 

The values of (1 --  B/A)  as obta ined by  swinging the model  as a compound  pendu lum (without 
the  spike and vane  at tached)  have therefore  all been corrected for this increase in A. In  thel 
case of the  rol l ing-moment  tests, two spikes and vanes have  been allowed for, and only one ini 

l 

the  case of the  aileron tests. 

As this correction m a y  be so large, it is felt t h a t  it should be applied to the loadings whenevet~ 
any  a t t e m p t  is being made  to collect model  da ta  for the purpose of predict ing full-scale character4 
istics, e.g., when spinning criteria are being considered. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

A 

B 

C 

AA 

b 

e l '  

C n ' 

Ca' 

J 
K = 

~vgb 

74 v 

R 

S 

V 
l 

2 

2~ 

V v 

p 

Rolling 

Pitching ) moments of inertia about the principal axes 
Yawing 

Contribution of one spike and vane to A 

Wing span 

Rolling moment applied by roll vane (body axes) 

Yawing moment applied by yaw vane (body axes) 

Net applied rolling moment = C~" -- C~' tan 40 deg 

Wing mean chord 

Ratio of equivalent rolling and yawing moments = -- v~/i~ 

~ cos ~' /pS(b/2)  ~ 

Sideslip derivative of aerodynamic rolling moment (body axes) 
Aircraft mass 

Sideslip derivative of aerodynamic yawing moment (body axes) 

Rolling power of ailerons estimated by method of Ref. 5 
Wing area 

Rate of descent 

Incidence of principal axis of inertia in the fuselage 

Spin parameter = ~gb/2V 

Sideslip derivative of total rolling moment in body axes 

Sideslip derivative of total yawing moment in body axes 

Angular velocity of spin 

Density 
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T A B L E  l .  
i 

Model  D a t a  on Ef fec t  on Spin R~cov(~ry of A p p l i e d  Rolling Moments 
and of Ai l~r ,on D ~ f l ¢ c t i o n s  

A,R~.F' D,MEHB'ONSsDALE b3 ~A ,-~) ( , - ~ )  (~-~) OEFLE~Z~__L_IOOE '0 0 AT FULL I~-~'  I ~G'o 
(.PULL SGA'LE) OF ICU. FT SL'FTff''O-~ ~C'o OF . _ _  - -  AIRCRAFT TYPE OF . A A.A . . AA s FTb ET~ MOOEL 1 MS OUETOONEsP,KE~AN~ANO ,N~,"OOEL " FO~'OR~EDTEO,,~ OG~ ,NTEs,MODEL A SP,N' ,... ,A,LERON~. OEFLED,,ONN,~C0 FICOR~2 B 

NOTES:- 

( I ]  "PRO' AND 'ANTI' INDICATE FULL PRO-SPIN OR ANTI-SPIN DEFLECTIONS r 

(2) R IS ESTIMATED BY THE METHOD OF R.& M 2308 (REF. 5• 

(.3") AIRCRAFT DIMENSIONS FOR SPITFIRE WITH CLIPPED WINGS. 

(4") THE RESULTS OF ROLLING-MOMENT TESTS ON THESE MODELS ARE 

GIVEN IN R.& H. 1967 CREF. $) 

(5") THE ROLLING AND YAWING VANES WERE MOUNTED ON THE SAME SPIKE. 

13|/2 IS AA FOR THE ROLLING VANE AND AA/A INCLUDES THIS. 

(6 7 LOAD[NG DISTRIBUTION WITH FULL WING-TIP FUEL TANKS 

(7)&(IO) LARGE DOWN ELEVON ANGLES IN THE 'ELEVATOR' SENSE, WITH THE 'AILERON' 

ANGLES SUPERIMPOSED, 

(B),(9)&(l~) DOWN ELEVON ANGLES IN THE 'ELEVATOR' SENSE LIHITED TO -~-5_ °, ANGLES 

IN THE 'AILERON' SENSE ARE SUPERIMPOSED ON THIS. 

(.II') DIHENSIONS FOR TESTS WITH APPLIED ROLLING HOHENTS 

02") DIMENSIONS FOR TESTS WITH 'AILERON' DEFLECTIONS 

1 0  



PARALLEL TO ~, 

/;F 

PR~-SPIN ROLL ( ~  
VANE SET PARALLEL LEFT- HAND MPONENT 

b /TO W[NG CHORD SPIN ' ~i.;, GIVING C~, 

. / ~ ( f  ~ / / " ~ ~RESULTANT 
/ ~ I ~ / /  / V ~ ~VELOCITy 

ANT~SPIN / PRO .SPIN R ~  YAW 

'TO WING CHO~ 

FIG. 1. Method of applying moments to spinning model. 

FIG. 2. 

30 

2O 

-o~o~ N 

I I • 

-~0 -tO 0 

A = ROLLING MOMENT OF' INERTIA 
8 = ~TCHING 

THR~HOLO C)~" 
REcov~r~Y, ic~ck 

B .SUC+4"R.Y GRL~,W..R THAN A 

I I ! 
I0 ;'0 

APPLIED ~LLING MO6,'~NT IOlC~, ' 

Sketch showing effect of applied rolling moment on threshold of recovery. 
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CC~NT!~IBLJTION OF ~ K ~  
AIJ3NE ON 1,4(:~:~..~ WITH 
UNSWEPT WINGS. 

/ 

, / /  

IO I~ 14 16 18 ~o 
cu~ o~ M o ~ -  SPAN, f~,acu.rT. 

NOTE:" THE NUMi~S ~FEP, TO TIE MODELS LIS-"rED IN TABLE I 
Addition to rolling moment  of inertia of spinning models due to a spike and vane mounted  on one wing tip. 

0.8 

~ /  AIRCRAFT WITN TAIL UNITS ~l.z d. C~. 
WITH $TRAIGHT OR SWEPT WING5 I 

I 
• 

0"~ 

-~'O -I.S 

\ 

- -  " ~ X X ~  ~ p,o / 

DELTA' ~ '~ '~  
AIRCRAFT ~ 

t 

~ 0-4 
\ 
I 

b~ 

% (  --.. ~,3 9~ -I.O -Oq i~Q.~.~ 

NOTES 

a.c',,. 
a.c~. 

gOI~R 

FIG. 4. 

0"2 

-0"4 I 

IS SLOPE O~ CURVE OF THRESNOLD OF' I~ECOVER~' IN UNITS OF" APPLIEO YAWING 
MOMENT VS APPLIED ROLLING MOMENT FOR -C'~TAN 40 ° &C~ & EO, 

tS CAL.CLLATEO ~P, QM MOIbEL. VALUES AT TIME O~ TEb-~ WITH A CORRECTION 
TO 'A' ~"O1~ THE INERTIA O~" THE SPIKES AND VANE5 APPLYING THE 
MOMENTS TO THE MODEL 

THE NUMBERS REFER TO THE MOC~LS LISTED IN TABLE I, 

Relation between the effect of applied rolling moments  on 
thresholds of recovery and the inertias A and B. 
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-I.S 

KEY:- 

A I L E R O N S  D E F L E C T E D  S Y M B O L  
IN SPl N IN R E C O V E R Y  
CENTRAL P R O - S  P I N 4- 
PRO-SPIN P R O -S  P I N (~ 
C E N T R A L  A N T I - S P I N  X 
ANTI-SPIN A N T I  - S P I  N m 

A C'~ 

R 
CURVE I 

+e}21 

0.4 

CURVE TT 

\ , /  o.z 
~ozz 

-I-O -0.5 r. 

-0"~' 

-0'4 

CURVE ~1 

Z~4 ~ ~. 
0-5 

all 
(I- GR 

CURVE AIRCRAFT TYDE 

( ~  AIRCRAr-'T WITH TAIL UNITS WITH STRAIGHI" OR 5WEPT WINGS, AND TAILLESS AIRCRAFT 

@ 
ON WHICH THE DOWN ELEVON ANGLES fN THE ELEVATOR'SENSE ARE LIMITED TD~5, ° 

DELTA AIRCRAFT WITH THE SAME UMITATION ,ON DOWN'ELEYATOR'ANGLES 

TAILLESS AIRCRAFT HAVING,LARGE DOWN ELEVON ANGLES 1N THE ELE~/ATO~'SENSE 

NOTES :- 

Z~C'n IS CHANGE IN RECOVER~ THRESHOLD DUE TO FULL DEFLECTION OF BOTH AILERONS. 

R IS ROLLING MOMENT OF ~'ULL'f DEFLECTED AILERONS AS CALCULATED USING REI:r~ NPAE~0 ~O1~ I 
#I::E)-SPIN DEFLECTIONS ARE POSITIVE AND VICE VERSA 

- 15 CALCULATED FROM MODEL VALUES AT TIME OF TEST, WITH A CORRECTION TO 'A FOR THE 
C-ORR INERTIA OF" "rile SPIKES AND VANES APPLY;NG THE MOMENTS TO THE MODEL 

THE NUMBERS REFER TO THE MODE~ LISTED IN TABLE :[. 

Effect of aileron deflections on thresholds of recovery of various models. 
N o t e  : R e p t .  No. Aero .  2011 ha s  b e e n  p u b l i s h e d  as R.  & M. 2308.  
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